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The art of finishing is best learned with complete, visual step-by-step instructions - and that is

exactly what Taunton's Complete Illustrated Guide to Finishingoffers you. Detailed process

photography demystifies the process of finishing -- and you'll get the finish you want for all your

projects.Jeff Jewitt, a world-renowned wood finisher, provides an in-depth coverage of tools

and materials and covers all of the key processes. You'll learn about everything from surface

preparation to color matching. Especially valuable is the coverage of advanced and special

techniques, not usually covered in general finishing books, including detailed information on

adjusting color, disguising defects, toning, glazing, spray finishing and rubbing out a finish. This

comprehensive finishing reference is the most complete and detailed book on the subject - and

you will find it incredibly valuable no matter what your skill level.Covers all the modern and

traditional techniques for coloring and finishing wood.Organized for quick access, makes it

easy to find each technique.Features over 850 photos and drawings illustrate the

methodsCovers sanding and surface preparation, staining and applying topcoats, and final

polishing.
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IntroductionFINISHING. It’s the aptly named final detail of making furniture. Finishes not only

protect wood from stains, water damage, and other mishaps, they also make it look richer and

deeper and add dimension and luster. For me, finishing is the most enjoyable part of working

wood, because it’s where everything comes together. Whether you get a tingly feeling from

wiping a coat of oil or shellac on highly figured curly maple or excitement from matching an old

finish, you’ll find finishing is one of the rewards of making things from wood.Yet I’ll wager that

for most of you finishing isn’t fun or has been an unpleasant experience. Sadly, most

woodworkers find out the hard way that Murphy’s Law begins with the introduction of a finish to

wood. Just think of the phrases used to describe finishing problems: “fisheye,” “wrinkling,”

“splotching,” “bleeding,” or “orange peel.” You want that on your furniture?This book will guide

you through the finishing process and make it as exciting for you as it is for me. I learned

finishing by making mistakes, lots of them, and you probably have neither the time nor the

furniture to practice on the way I did. I’ll guide you through the tools, the products, and the

techniques for gaining control over the process, which is the point at which finishing becomes

fun. You won’t find a dogmatic style or preachy opinions in these pages; I’ll show you proven,

classic ways of doing things alongside new techniques using modern materials.You’ll see that



almost 30 percent of this book is devoted to surface preparation, techniques not often shown or

elaborated on in other finishing books. Proper surface preparation is what makes great finishes

heads above others. Then we’ll move on to coloring, which is where most finishing problems

arise. A full chapter will be devoted to troubleshooting and overcoming staining problems. From

there we’ll look at how to choose a finish by its physics and chemistry, as well as aesthetic

qualities. We’ll finally get to applying clear finishes, and you’ll learn how to French polish, spray

lacquers, and work with water-based products.Above all, keep an open mind. While there really

aren’t secrets or tricks to finishing, there is practical advice to get you started, so I’ll show you

as many options as possible to accomplish the same end, whether it’s staining, filling pores, or

applying a finish. Hopefully, some of the techniques may spark an idea of your own to try out.

Even after 25 years of putting finishes on wood, I’m still learning, so use this book as a

reference guide and feel free to experiment a bit and make something your own.

How to Use This BookFIRST OF ALL, this book is meant to be used, not put on a shelf to

gather dust. It’s meant to be pulled out and opened on your bench when you need to do a new

or unfamiliar technique. So the first way to use this book is to make sure it’s near where you do

woodworking.In the pages that follow you’ll find a wide variety of methods that cover the

important processes of this area of woodworking. Just as in many other practical areas, in

woodworking there are often many ways to get to the same result. Why you choose one

method over another depends on several factors:Time. Are you in a hurry or do you have the

leisure to enjoy the quiet that comes with hand tools?Your tooling. Do you have the kind of

shop that’s the envy of every woodworker or a modest collection of the usual hand and power

tools?Your skill level. Do you prefer simpler methods because you’re starting out or are you

always looking to challenge yourself and expand your skills?The project. Is the piece you’re

making utilitarian or an opportunity to show off your best work?In this book, we’ve included a

wide variety of techniques to fit these needs.To find your way around the book, you first need to

ask yourself two questions: What result am I trying to achieve? What tools do I want to use to

accomplish it?In some cases, there are many ways and many tools that will accomplish the

same result. In others, there are only one or two sensible ways to do it. In all cases, however,

we’ve taken a practical approach; so you may not find your favorite exotic method for doing a

particular process. We have included every reasonable method and then a few just to flex your

woodworking muscles.To organize the material, we’ve broken the subject down to two levels.

“Parts” are major divisions of this class of techniques. “Sections” contain related techniques.

Within sections, techniques and procedures that create a similar result are grouped together,

usually organized from the most common way to do it to methods requiring specialized tools or

a larger degree of skill. In some cases, the progression starts with the method requiring the

most basic technology and then moves on to alternative methods using other common shop

tools and finally to specialized tools.The first thing you’ll see in a part is a group of photos

keyed to a page number. Think of this as an illustrated table of contents. Here you’ll see a

photo representing each section in that part, along with the page on which each section

starts.Each section begins with a similar “visual map,” with photos that represent major

groupings of techniques or individual techniques. Under each grouping is a list of the step-by-

step essays that explain how to do the methods, including the pages on which they can be

found.Sections begin with an “overview,” or brief introduction, to the methods described therein.

Here’s where you’ll find important general information on this group of techniques, including

any safety issues. You’ll also read about specific tools needed for the operations that follow and

how to build jigs or fixtures needed for them.The step-by-step essays are the heart of this



book. Here a group of photos represents the key steps in the process. The accompanying text

describes the process and guides you through it, referring you back to the photos. Depending

on how you learn best, either read the text first or look at the photos and drawings; but

remember, they are meant to work together. In cases where there is an alternative step, it’s

called out in the text and the visual material as a “variation.”For efficiency, we’ve cross-

referenced redundant processes or steps described in another related process. You’ll see

yellow “cross-references” called out frequently in the overviews and step-by-step essays.When

you see this symbol , make sure you read what follows. The importance of these safety

warnings cannot be overemphasized. Always work safely and use safety devices, including eye

and hearing protection. If you feel uncomfortable with a technique, don’t do it, try another

way.At the back of the book is an index to help you find what you’re looking for in a pinch and

Resources to help locate hard-to-find supplies.Finally, remember to use this book whenever

you need to refresh your memory or to learn something new. It’s been designed to be an

essential reference to help you become a better woodworker. The only way it can do this is if

you make it as familiar a workshop tool as your favorite bench chisels.—The editors

The Finishing Environment, page 8Tools for Surface Preparation, page 21Finishing Tools, page

42 PART ONEToolsTHE TOOLS USED to prepare wood may not seem as glamorous as table

saws or routers, but they are every bit as important. The proper tools can make the difference

between a simple, successful job and a nightmarish experience. The two categories used in

finishing are surface preparation tools and finish application tools. Surface preparation tools

include planes, scrapers, and sanders—all of which have particular applications and which

yield different results. Finish application tools range from the humble brush to complex spray

systems and have just as dramatic an impact on your works as does your choice of finish.In

addition to the appropriate tools, there are a few other basic necessities you’ll need for proper

finishing. These include safety gear, storage for your supplies, and a finishing area that is well

lighted, ventilated, and heated. This part of the book discusses how to set up a finishing area

and which tools and safety equipment might best serve your needs.

SECTION 1The Finishing EnvironmentWhether you work in a production shop or in your home

basement, it’s important that your finishing area be clean, ventilated, and well lighted. It’s also

critical that you’re able to heat the area in cold weather. If you work with flammable or

hazardous materials, you’ll need to provide mechanical ventilation to exhaust fumes and

overspray. You’ll also want cabinets or shelves to store finishing materials, as well as devices to

hold your projects in process.A stout cabinetmaker’s bench is a great tool for preparing

workpiece surfaces and applying wipe-on finishes. The large, south-facing glass-block windows

in the author’s shop provide plenty of natural light, which is supplemented by overhead strip

fluorescent lights.A Space To FinishIdeally, you should finish in a dedicated space separate

from your machining area. If this isn’t practical, at least keep the finishing space as far away as

possible. Weather permitting, you may be able to finish outdoors. Here are a few suggestions

for working indoors or outside.Luthier Don MacRostie creates impeccable mandolin finishes in

his dedicated finishing room. Note the white walls and reflectors on the overhead fluorescent

lights—both of which help distribute light evenly in the room.A table saw can easily be

converted to a finishing bench by covering it with clear plastic drop cloths. Four drywall screws

driven into the feet of this chair raise it up for easier, cleaner finishing of the legs.IndoorsIn a

cramped shop, you may find that the only place to finish is on top of a bench or table saw. If so,

protect your saw or bench with drop cloths. Plan your work sequence to allow at least 12 hours



for the dust to settle after sanding and machining. Using an ambient air cleaner will significantly

shorten this time. In mild weather, you can use fans to evacuate the dust outdoors. In cold

weather, you may want to avoid this, as your shop heat goes out the window too. When you’re

forced to finish in your general shop area, it’s best to use fast-drying finishes like shellac or oils

and varnishes that wipe on. These finishes don’t attract dust that ends up creating pimples in

the finished surface.Weather permitting, finishing outside provides great light and ventilation.

Just make sure you work in shade. A pair of sawhorses and a piece of particleboard make a

great temporary bench.OutdoorsAnother option when working in a cramped shop is to finish

outdoors, where you’ve got plenty of good lighting and natural ventilation. Of course, weather

conditions have to cooperate, as you need to avoid cold or extremely hot and humid days. But

when the weather is nice, finishing outdoors on a couple of sawhorses is fine. Just work in a

shaded area entirely out of direct sunlight. If shade is scarce and you’re feeling industrious, you

can construct a tent top of canvas or plastic sheeting. For protection against a breeze, you can

set up a plywood windbreak against the side of a garage or other structure. When you do finish

outdoors, always bring your work inside to dry. Never leave finished items out all

night.Temperature and HumidityTemperature and humidity are the two hardest things to control

in the shop. Finishing products cure best at temperatures ranging from 65°F to 80°F, with a

relative humidity of 50 percent or less. Temperatures below 50°F will retard or prevent many

finishes from curing. Although heat alone doesn’t necessarily make for bad finishing conditions,

the humidity that often accompanies it can pose a real problem.This digital thermometer/

hygrometer will tell you when conditions are right for finishing. The temperature and humidity

shown here (top row) are about as good as it gets.To help you gauge temperature and

humidity, I suggest investing in an inexpensive digital thermometer/hygrometer available for

about $25. (See Resources, p. 287.) Avoid finishing when the relative humidity is over 85

percent unless you can provide good air circulation using fans, which help somewhat—

particularly when using water-based finishes. With some finishes, additives are available to

improve flow and cure time in extreme humidity.Don’t forget about the moisture content of the

wood itself, which should range between 5 percent and 8 percent for furniture making. To

accurately detect moisture content in lumber, use a wood moisture meter (available from

woodworking tool suppliers). If you don’t have a moisture meter, a good rule of thumb is to

bring seasoned lumber indoors to acclimate for at least two months before machining and

finishing.LightingNatural lighting is ideal for finishing. Its full color spectrum allows you to view

the true color of your finish. However, if you don’t have a lot of windows in your shop, you’ll

have to make do with fluorescent and incandescent lighting. I prefer fluorescent lights because

they are available in different “color temperatures,” rated in Kelvin (K) and with different “color

rendering index” (CRI) ratings. A low color temperature of around 3000 K is considered warm

and inviting, like candlelight. Higher color temperatures of around 5000 K are considered “cool,”

but mimic the full spectrum of color found in natural sunlight. For matching colors, a CRI rating

of about 90 with a Kelvin rating of 5000 is considered standard. These bulbs are pricey and

consume more energy than standard bulbs, so you should only use them in color-critical areas

such as a spray booth or staining area. Unfortunately, the Kelvin and CRI ratings aren’t always

indicated on bulb packaging, so you may have to purchase your lights from a knowledgeable

lighting dealer.Full-spectrum fluorescent tubes often aren’t labeled with their color temperature

or CRI rating, but the product name usually includes the number “50,” such as “Chroma 50,”

“Colortone 50,” “SPX 50,” etc.To help ambient shop lighting, paint the ceiling flat white and

mount overhead strip fixtures for your fluorescent lights. If the ceiling is a dark color, or if you

have to suspend the fixtures, use strip fixtures with reflectors to help distribute the light. For



task lighting at benches and workstations, I use incandescent lights. When I sand at my bench,

I use 65-watt portable floodlights placed so the light rakes across the work surface at a low

angle to expose defects.For large, flat tops such as on this mahogany demilune table, the

raking light supplied by these two “can” lamps highlights defects that overhead lighting doesn’t

pick up.HeatingFinishing during the cold season requires heating your shop. Finishes are best

applied at room temperatures of 70°F to 80°F, although you can sometimes get by in

temperatures as low as 60°F or as high as 90°F. How you heat your shop is a matter of

preference and availability of appliances and utilities. Gas, electric, or wood-burning stoves can

all be used, though wood-burning stoves and other appliances with an open flame or glowing

heat element pose a hazard around flammable finishing products.In a commercial shop, you

should check local codes to see what heating regulations apply to locations where flammable

products are being used. My local code required the use of a totally enclosed system with no

open flame. As a result, I opted for a gas-powered infrared tube-type heating system that

draws air from the outside, heats it in a totally enclosed chamber, forces it through a tube that

radiates the heat downward, then discharges the exhaust outside. It’s clean, produces no dirt

or soot, and is energy-saving to boot. Totally enclosed gas- or propane-powered heaters that

vent to the outside are also a safe alternative.This totally enclosed, gas-powered radiant heater

provides plenty of heat for the finishing/spray area of this commercial shop. These units heat

fresh air brought in from the outside, radiate the heat from the large pipe, then vent the fumes

outside.VentilationAlmost all finishing products release some type of hazardous solvent into the

air during application and curing. The best way to protect your health—besides wearing safety

equipment—is to finish in a well-ventilated area. Ideally, you should have cross-ventilation,

working near a window fan that is pulling the vapors away from you and the workpiece to the

outside. To determine the size of the fan you need, calculate the cubic feet in the room (length

times width times height), then buy a fan with a cubic foot per minute (cfm) rating to match that

figure. This means the fan will be capable of exchanging the room air every minute, which is

fine for eliminating vapors from hand application (although not over-spray from spraying).

Remember that for this arrangement to work properly, you also need inlets to bring in the fresh

replacement air.[TIP] Whenever you use fans to exhaust vapors from the shop, open a window

to allow replacement air to come into the shop.Unfortunately, this system doesn’t work well

during the winter, as it exhausts heated air from the building. You have several alternatives,

though, assuming you are hand-applying the finishing products. First of all, consider using

water-based finishes, which are nonflammable. When using solvent-based finishes, work in as

large an area as possible to avoid concentrating the fumes, and wear an organic vapor

respirator. Stay well away from any stoves or heaters that produce flames. Once the finish is

applied, you can then open the doors or windows to let in fresh air and turn on a fan to exhaust

the room. Afterward, close up the shop and heat it again for drying the finished piece.Spraying

outdoors in a shaded area is fine, provided the overspray doesn’t affect cars, neighbors, or

gardens. Wearing a respirator is still necessary, to protect yourself from hazardous chemicals

in the finish.Spraying FinishesUsing spray equipment is a great way to apply finishes, as long

as you’re properly set up for it. Spraying outdoors is the best low-tech approach, particularly if

you’re working with flammable solvent-based products. Just make sure that the noise or finish

odor doesn’t bother the neighbors. (And make doubly sure that your overspray doesn’t waft

onto their cars or house windows.)Spraying water-based finishes indoors is possible with the

right setup. (I advise you not to spray flammable materials indoors unless you have a dedicated

room outfitted with an explosion-proof fan and explosion-proof lighting fixtures.) When you’re

spraying indoors, it’s important to evacuate the overspray produced by the gun. This is not only



for health and safety reasons but to prevent the atomized overspray from settling on your

furniture, creating a rough surface. A simple approach is to spray in front of a box fan set up in

a window or doorway. You can also cordon off a finishing area by attaching plastic sheeting to

spring-loaded floor-to-ceiling poles. You can even construct a low-tech “booth” using an old

washer or refrigerator carton with a cutout in the back for a box fan.Spray BoothsIf you’re

operating as a business or your shop is in a commercial area, you’re technically subject to

commercial building codes. As such, you should install a spray booth if you’re spraying finishes.

You can build a spray booth or buy one. Spray booths start off at the price of a good table saw,

although you may be able to pick up a used one at an auction for next to nothing.
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Jason Wills-Starin, “Novice to ready to start in a few good readings. I'm an amateur at quality

furniture building, but I've set some large tasks for myself and I'm working through the finishing

process. My first steps were in understanding the facility that I was going to have to build and

tools I needed to buy to outfit for spraying and good sanding. While there are pretty pictures

and details about drum sanders I don't own and don't plan to get, there's significant information

on the mixing of stains and bleaches, the application of shellac, the care and maintenance of

sprayers and brushes as well as the sharpening and treatment of my scrapers.I cannot stress

enough how useful these details are to the novice, but want to also tell any other novice

coming from my level of expertise to use the introductions from the other Tauton books here.

You can't start here and expect to do everything in the book in your first pass. You can start
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here and build up skills in each of the tools demonstrated, but there's an indication, almost a

prescription for how to employ each base skill. Example, there's a careful tutorial on French

Polish with great pictures and details about each step. The materials used are specifically

called out as well as the techniques. You can start here, but you have to have a stain you're

proud of already in place.Another thing I like about this book is how the side bars and details

are almost as useful as the specific instructions sets. Somehow I've never heard about an anti-

skinning spray. Apparently this product of semi-inert nitrogen and CO2 lets you close up your

products and reduce oxidization. Combine this with a few web searches, and indeed,

apparently most wood workers have known this for awhile. Me, the do-it-yourselfer with a not

insignificant baseline of college Chemistry had no idea.Absolutely great book.”

Mike H., “Good finishing book.. Of the three finishing books I have purchased, this one I like the

best. Jeff Jewitt takes through the entire finishing process from the beginning with the tools you

need to the different type of finishes you can use. He shows what tools you will need and

shows how to setup a finishing environment. In the second section, he show how to prepare

the surfaces of various types. The third section is about coloring wood. he start with how to

apply stain, then the use of glazes,padding stains,toners, the use of dyes, chemical stains and

bleaches, then the control of color. The forth section covers fillers and seals and show how

and when to use them. The last section is on finishes. He shows you how to choose a finish,

how to use a reactive finish(oils and varnishes), evaporative finishes(Shellac and Lacquer),

water-based finishes and finally rubbing out finishes.”

The Engineer, “Very thorough.. As others have mentioned, the author does go into more detail

and information than most of us need, and I too would question the organization of the

material, but this book has lots of information and answers for preparing and finishing furniture

with all kinds of materials. I was amazed at what I didn't know, and surprised that I was lucky

enough to usually get acceptable finishing results on my projects without all this information.

At least I thought they were acceptable results, until reading this. Now I look forward to getting

more professional results.Very good book! If you're going to publish a "complete" book on

finishing, then all the extra info is necessary. Lots of valuable stuff here.Ever notice how the

more you learn, the more you spend, on new materials and tools?”

E. Weber, “A beautifull book, a little disorganized.. Overall this book cover everything you need

to know about finishing.It is illustrated with wonderfull color pictures.The text is clear and

complete, it cover methods appropriate for the hobyist up to the industrial shop.All the aspect

of finishing are addressed.If I had to buy one book about finishing that would be the one.I

would have given it 5 start if the book was organized in a more chronological fashion. I would

have put the section talking about would conditioning, filling pores etc before the staining which

would in my opinion would have make the reading easier.”

PrimeExample, “Must have book for wood finishing.. This and Understanding Wood Finishing

by Bob Flexnor should be required reading for any wood finisher. If you disagree then you've

never read either and you deserve every bad finish you get. I know before these books I

deserved ever bad finish I got, and I got more than a few.”

James Peterson, “Great all around book for finishing.. Just as other reviewers have said this is

a huge topic, and any book that covers everything it does, would have to be huge, and may not

cover each type of finish in great detail. But this one does a great job at giving you all the info



you need to apply just about any normal type of finish. There are great application tips and

sidebars, lots of info on prep, chemicals, and even repair/restoration.It may not be the best

book for the first time finisher, but it would certainly give the first time finisher all the info they

need to finish a project well.”

G. Robinson, “4 1/2 stars. This is an excellent book on finishes. While some of it is things that

"everyone knows" there are a lot of good techniques and it is particularly valuable when

starting a project that is going to be finished using different techniques than you are used to. It

is a great reference and useful to everyone from the beginner (although a little daunting) to the

experienced. I would have given it a 5 star rating but for the need to look in several different

sections for information and the index while adequate is not really as good as it should be.”

S Ablett, “The Taunton books rarely disappoint and this one's another fine example. The

Taunton books rarely disappoint and this one's another fine example. There's a fair degree of

repetition between each but then that's to be expected. As a newbie just getting into

woodworking I find they are often my first port of call. This one's no exception. Recommended.”

Sean, “Very useful.. A great read, providing a wealth of knowledge, although it is a few years

out of date and not 100 percent up todate with current products and they're used. It is still an

excellent reference book.”

JAH, “Five Stars. Clearly written. Very useful”

malcolm simmons, “Four Stars. good”

The book by Jeff Jewitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 132 people have provided feedback.
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